**TASKMASTER® TM1600**

The **TASKMASTER® TM1600** shredders provide complete cannabis plant reduction, including roots and bulbs as well as a variety of other materials. These shredders significantly reduce the volume of output material for more compact disposal or further processing.

The **TASKMASTER** features dual counter-rotating cutter stacks that intermesh at close clearance at low speed under extremely high torque. They cut, shear, tear, slice, and rip apart solids typically in a strip or chip-like output shape. Each plant can be processed in approximately eight to twelve seconds.

These powerful shredders are a clean and quiet alternative to a gas-powered wood chipper. They typically employ up to a 15 HP motor and gear drive and are supplied complete with a stand, hopper and automatic reversing controller. Infeed or discharge conveyor systems are available as an optional add-on.

**Features**

- **S25060 Control System with Automatic Reversing Sequence**
- **Heavy-duty Bearings**
- **High-strength Reinforced Housing**
- **Hardened and Ground Cutters**
- **Hardened Hexagonal Shafting**
- **Precision Hardened Gears**
- **Mechanical Shaft Seals**
- **High-torque Planetary Gear Drive**

**Unique Design, Efficient Operation, Cost Saving**

The **TASKMASTER® TM1600** is a powerful, high torque shredder that can quickly and effectively reduce heavy solids including entire plants, solid waste, cardboard, paper and more. This unit features proven performance. It can enhance product processing as well as reduce bulk waste volume.

**Other models and sizes are available. Please contact the factory.**
The TASKMASTER® TM2342 shredder delivers remarkable shredding capabilities on a wide range of bulk solids. It is capable of reducing full cannabis plants including root bulbs and stalks in high volume. It can be fed manually, by conveyor or even by a bucket loader. This powerful shredder can reduce three to five plants in under 15 seconds.

The TASKMASTER® TM2342 is ruggedly built for minimal maintenance. A powerful planetary gear drive and 30 HP motor deliver high torque at low speed. The unit is supplied complete with stand, hopper and automatic reversing controller.

The TASKMASTER TM8500 series is the shredder of choice to process cannabis branches, stems and leaves. The unit has a compact design with 8.5” wide cutting chamber, 2” hex shaft and up to a 5 HP drive.

Standard features include mechanical shaft seals, heavy-duty bearings, automatic control system, and a direct gear drive. This heavy, direct-coupled, gear drive generates high torque, low speed rotation for powerful performance with low noise or vibration. Infeed or discharge conveyor systems are available as an optional add-on.